NB This module is in two parts because of the size of the files.
Some of the screens have links and interactive buttons on them
All of the resources indicated in the Presentation are available as Back‐up links on the
ALL Connect Blog.
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What made you anxious when you were learning a language at school? There are
probably two main worries: the fear of making a mistake and the fear of sounding silly. If
children have the same worries, what can we do before we start teaching them? One
possibility might be to making it very clear to the children that we should never laugh at
anyone for trying to sound French or Spanish or German, and that we expect to make
mistakes even when we have been learning for a long time. Did speaking cause more
anxiety than writing?
One of the most important things about speaking in the context of foreign language
learning is getting the learning environment right. As teachers we need to minimise
tension and anxiety, and work to create a positive atmosphere of ‘having a go’ and
enjoying ourselves
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These are the statements which comprise the Programme of Study and which set out
what should be covered in Key Stage 2.
There is a copy of this [Handout 1: KS2 Programme of Study] available from the ALL
Connect blog
Many of these statements imply, in one way or another, speaking.
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This slide represents the KS2 Programme of Study statements separated out into skills
areas.
Despite the fact that there is a set of 5 specific speaking statements, the other skills also
relate to speaking.
Look carefully at all of the statements from their PoS handout and allocate those that
are relevant to the four categories of speaking activity listed on the next slide and on
their Handout 2.
Note that some statements can be in more than one category.
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This is also available from the Blog as Handout 2: Speaking activity at KS2
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Suggested answers.
These PoS statements are not meant to be covered separately or individually. A single
activity might cover several of these statements.
The four main categories of speaking activity may help us to help recognise the different
aspects of speaking development that children will experience in our lessons.
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Audit of coverage.
When you see examples of activities you might put the numbers of the statement
covered in the relevant cell of the PoS audit [Handout 3] so that you can see just how
often we touch on a statement. You might also use the audit when you look at the
resources provided on the Blog.
Next Slide
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Activity 1: Colour dictation
Use of resources commonly available in primary schools can facilitate listening skills and,
importantly, develop children’s ability to hear the echo of the language in their head.
Our aim is to think in the foreign language, and we can’t do this without reliving the
spoken form in our head, in silent mode. Here children have a small number of multilink
cubes which they are asked to select in the order in which they hear colour words. They
can build a tower or lay the cubes end to end. Play one or two of the hidden sequences
by clicking on a number, to illustrate how this works.
Consider which skills this activity develops, referring to the Audit handout.
You should identify ‘Listen and show understanding by responding.’
The full presentation is available to download from the ALL Connect Blog as part
of the on-line follow-up materials.
Can you think of adaptations to this activity that would develop other aspects of
speaking?
‐ for example, asking the pupils to create their own versions to practise in groups.
The full exercise is available to download on the Blog as part of the on‐line follow
materials, along with some suggestions and activities to develop different skills.
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Working with phonics is something that starts early and continues throughout KS2. The
more learners engage with the written word, the more important it is that they have a
secure grasp of the sound‐spelling relationship in the language they are learning.
This slide shows eight pictures that contain a common phoneme. If you have ever
studied phonetics, you might recognise the symbol for the sound which in English is
normally written sh, but ch in French and sch in German. Standard Spanish doesn’t have
this phoneme. The slide comes from a suite of resources to teach all the phonemes of
French and which is available in the resources on the Blog. Some children will be
interested to know that there is a symbol to represent any sound in any human
language. Otherwise the phonetic symbol may be ignored.
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View the clip on the left first. Note that the boy is simply selecting the words. What is
happening in the second clip? How do you judge his pronunciation and intonation? His
teacher is using a suite of resources designed to introduce every phoneme of French and
to help children acquire vocabulary independently. If there is time, you could click on the
link at the top of the slide to open the presentation on the phoneme /ch/. If so, click on
the phoneme in the centre of the flower and allow the presentation to run
automatically, trying to listen and repeat in your head the words as they appear (not out
loud). When the second slide is activated, the teacher asks the children to say which
word goes with which picture (xxxx va avec cette image) They can click or tap on the
words to hear them spoken. The final slide is a sequence of sentences containing the
phoneme. Click on the number to hear the sentence spoken. Children respond very well
to the challenge of reading the sentences and they can evaluate how well they can copy
the spoken model.
Further suggestions for developing the children’s ability to express their thoughts in
French are discussed in the notes which accompany the resources on the Blog.
Again, try to identify the statements addressed by this sort of activity.
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Children in Key Stage 2 are less inhibited and more likely to go along with simulations,
but the primary curriculum is supposed to develop children’s senses and abilities to
relate to the world they live in.
The more we can involve the full range of learners’ senses and experiences in and out of
the classroom, the more integrated their language learning experiences will be.
In the early stages of language learning, hearing / listening is extremely important.
Children can’t learn to speak in the language unless they listen to it, so it’s important to
make it quite clear what we want them to hear, and how we want them to respond.
In the early stages, we might ask them to perform an action every time they hear a
certain word, for example, when playing the well‐known game, “Simon Says”.
This helps also to practise common classroom commands, such as Stand up, Sit down,
pass me a…” A variation on the game could be to ask the children only to respond if they
hear the word “please”, which, of course, will elicit “thank you” . So in a small way, we
are building up a repertoire of language that eventually the children can use
autonomously.
In this way, we can build up the everyday language that pupils know, and year on year
we can add to this repertoire.
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What do the four pieces of language in the stars have in common.
‐ They are all comments which might be made by a teacher.
To what extent can you imagine using the second language outside of the language
lesson, i.e. as part of the weekly routine. What might happen if you commented in the
target language on a piece of work done in a different subject?
If you are unused to using the target language to manage classroom routines, you may
wish to practise with two or three common commands, such as “Stand up” “Listen,
please” and so gradually extend your repertoire.
Can you propose gestures to accompany the commands? Gestures, consistently used
will help the children to retain and respond automatically to the requests when they
hear them. You will discover that, eventually, most children will respond without the
gesture.
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What do the five pieces of language in the stars have in common?
‐ they imply increasing confidence and autonomy.
Find the PoS statement which corresponds to these pieces of language.
[Seek clarification and help.]
Which similar pieces of language do you think are important for the particular language
you teach. There are no right answers here: this is about reinforcing the language that is
most useful, most frequent.
Whatever classroom language you decide to teach pupils, involving as many senses in its
learning as possible is a good principle to follow. The follow‐up materials on the Blog
contain suggestions for teaching children key phrases in French, German or Spanish,
with example in each language.
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This is a children’s rhyme (comptine in French). It introduces some interesting verbs, all
of which, incidentally, are regular verbs.
It also practises onomatopoeia as the words are the normal representations of sounds
linked to the verbs. Would children be able to tell you what sounds English children
make? Introducing finger rhymes like this in Year 3 (or even earlier) allows children very
quickly to experience the intonation patterns of the language and to speak at length.
They will be very proud of their prowess, and so will their parents. Younger children
could also explore how we would represent the hand movements in paint, as these
children from Sunderland did. I am sure you can really see the verbs in the pictures.
Which aspects of the PoS does engagement with songs, rhymes and poems address?
Can you identify any further ways to work with songs, rhymes and poems that address
different aspects of the PoS?
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Children also experience onomatopoeic representations of sounds linked to the verbs.
Would children be able to tell you what sounds English children would make for the
same verbs? Introducing finger rhymes like this in Year 3 (or even earlier) allows children
very quickly to experience the intonation patterns of the language and to speak at
length. They will be very proud of their prowess, and so will their parents. Younger
children could also explore how we would represent the hand movements in paint, as
these children from Sunderland did. I am sure you can really see the verbs in the
pictures. We should always use gesture to help convey meaning, rather than
symbolically. When using symbols to help children remember words, it is important to
be consistent and that a gesture convey the idea of the word. For example, how would
you gesture a house? Rain? A chair?
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Using the hand is a good way of helping children to remember a sequence of phrases.
Finger rhymes are common in most languages. Have you considered that the very act of
painting is a form of gesture?
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There are many music‐based resources on the internet, e.g. YouTube, as well as
commercially produced ones, and there is a link to a list of the most used on the ALL
website www.ALL‐Languages.org.uk under the tab called Support and in the folder called
Resources. If you can’t tell the tune, click on the image to open up Frère Jacques en
couleur. Tunes like this can be used in different ways. Here we suggest pupils sing the
notes according to the colours represented by the notes, or to numbers. That way you
can sing it in different languages. Singing is a good way to remember extended language
and to practise patterns.
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This slide points teachers to the ALL literature wiki. Although it focuses ostensibly on
KS3, many of the resources and ideas that have been uploaded are appropriate for
upper KS2 in particular, and have been submitted by KS2 teachers. 2 minutes
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Audit of coverage.
We have seen four aspects of speaking in the session so far. Refer back to the audit and
complete the coverage for these four aspects.
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